Course Guide

Welcome!
"At South Bank UTC your future
starts here! We want to inspire
and teach the next generation
of Engineers, Health Care and
Financial Service professionals."
David Bell
Principal
I am pleased to welcome you to South Bank UTC part of the LSBU group. We offer a compelling and unique
blend of innovative, industry focussed and expertly resourced specialist technical education in South London.
Specialising in Engineering, Health and Business and Finance our students get a head start in professional,
in demand sectors across London. Every student has access to our employer partners throughout their
programme of study which focus on both curriculum related experiences and career development.
Being invested in our students’ destinations we ensure rapid development of employability skills helping our
students really stand out in a range of opportunities including apprenticeships, university or employment.
Joining the UTC is really the start of your career!
I look forward to welcoming you to one of our open events.
David Bell, Principal

david.bell@southbank-utc.co.uk
@southbankutc
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020 7738 6115

Inspire your Future!
Do you want a career in:
• Business and finance (accountancy, banking, investments,
professional services, entrepreneurship)
• Health (nursing, midwifery, medicine, surgery, physiotherapy,
health sciences)
• Engineering (electrical, mechanical, software, civil, automotive,
aerospace, design)
Come to South Bank UTC:
• An innovative curriculum to build your knowledge
• Work with universities and employers to build your capabilities
and network
• Incredible facilities not seen in other 6th forms
• Support for your employability
• Great pathways into high quality apprenticeships, university
places and careers

Please visit our website to apply and view our
upcoming open events.

Visit Southbankutc.com to sign up today.
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Our Values
Our innovative approach to teaching and learning allows creative
thinking and develops problem solving skills. It helps to prepare our
students for work, higher education and apprenticeships.
Integrity is about professional conduct and trust in the quality of our
work and the way our students conduct themselves.
A clear intent drives forward our ambition to succeed and perform to
the highest of our ability.

INNOVATION
Creativity, Problem Solving,
Can-do Approach.
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INTEGRITY
Professionalism,
Honesty, Tolerance.

INTENT

Ambition, Excellence, Purpose,
Outcome-focussed.

Future focused
Our academic results continue to be excellent, with students achieving above national
average across all of our technical pathways. These high-quality technical and traditional
courses are employability focused. We encourage our students to embrace opportunities
and give them the skills needed for work and further education.

Industry standard facilities
Our facilities are industry standard, with equipment that encourages hands-on learning. Our
advanced engineering workshops, laboratories, health, computing and personalised learned
spaces are designed to be STEM focused. We offer technical opportunities that traditional
sixth forms can’t with 3D printing, laser cutting, robotics and virtual reality all forming part of
our day to day learning. Find out more about our facilities.

Our Sponsors
We are part of the LSBU Group is a family of education providers, led by London South Bank
University. They share our passion to provide excellent, accessible and supportive education
to enhance career outcomes. Our co-sponsors have helped to develop a curriculum that
sets students up for the real working world. Skanska, Guy’s and St Thomas’ and King’s College
NHS Foundation Trusts are leading names in Engineering and Health. They deliver projects
where students solve real world problems, and give them opportunities that makes them
stand out from the crowd. Find out more about LSBU Group and our sponsors.

Specialist curriculum
Our specialisms in engineering and health link to the proud heritage in London. Engineering
is about more than just building things; it’s about being creative, practical and aims to make
the world a better place. Opportunities in Health continue to grow, as we develop the next
generation of nurses, midwives, oncologists, physiotherapists and many more. We focus on
allowing students to apply their own imagination, ideas and creativity to their learning, while
also developing soft skills like teamwork, leadership and communication skills.
Read more about our Year 12 and Year 13 curriculum.
As a specialist comprehensive academy, we are non-selective, charge no fees and are
inspected by Ofsted.
We are open to students aged 16-19 who show ambition for a different kind of education. We
are innovative in the way we work, meaning students who choose to study here often go into
university, higher-level apprenticeships or straight into employment.
Our students are motivated, creative and adapt well to an academic and technical
environment. They are given support to become self-managers and team players. We have
a business-like way of working, with a professional working day and business dress.
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Year 12 pathways
We’ve got four pathways

1

1

Technical

3

Resit

2

Academic
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Academic Medicine

Technical

Engineering | Health | Technical Business & Finance
The above pathways are full extended BTEC diplomas.
Entry requirements: 5 Grade 5's including Maths & English.

Level 2 Technical Engineering
Entry requirements: 5 Grade 4's including Maths & English.
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Academic

A-Level Maths

BTEC Engineering Extended Certificate

A-Level Biology

BTEC Health Extended Certificate

A-Level Chemistry

BTEC Business Studies Extended Certificate

A-Level Physics
Entry requirements: 5 Grade 6's including Maths & English.
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*Select 3 or 4 Options only.

GCSE Resit

GCSE Resit with either : Health | Business | Engineering
Entry requirements: 5 GCSE's at grade 3 or above.
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Academic Medicine

Studying A-Level Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Maths.
Entry requirements: 8 grade 6's including English, Maths and Science.
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Pearson BTEC Level 3 Extended Diploma in Engineering

BTEC Engineering

Course Duration: 2 years

The Pearson BTEC Level 3 National Extended Diploma in Engineering is for learners who want to pursue a career
in engineering, and who want to be able to collaborate across and apply knowledge, skills and understanding
in other branches of engineering. They can either progress directly to an apprenticeship or employment as an
engineering technician or can choose to progress to higher education to study for an engineering degree. The
qualification is equivalent in size to three A Levels.
What does this qualification cover? Engineering covers a broad variety of roles and it involves the application of
scientific principles and practical knowledge to transform ideas and materials into products and systems safely
and support them during their lifetime. This qualification has a focus on a broad range of engineering specialist
areas including electrical and electronic, mechanical, and others for example manufacturing.
In the BTEC National units there are opportunities during the teaching and learning phase to give learners
practice in developing employability skills. Where employability skills are referred to in this specification, we are
generally referring to skills in the following three main categories:
• Cognitive and problem-solving skills: use critical thinking, approach non-routine problems applying expert and
creative solutions, use systems and technology
• Interpersonal skills: communicating, working collaboratively, negotiating and influencing, self-presentation
• Interpersonal skills: self-management, adaptability and resilience, self-monitoring and development

Qualification

BTEC in Engineering - Full Extended Diploma.

Exam Board

Edexcel BTEC

Useful Information

Course Entry Requirements

Grade 5s (including English and Maths)

Duration of qualification

2 years

Timetable hours

20 hours per week

Assessment method

Approximately 33% Exams 67% Internal Assignment

Courses Available

BTEC

Career Pathways

Employment in an engineering environment

Transferable Skills

Problem solving, understanding the importance of design, managing a
process and the importance of safety in the work place.

Derwyn Kennedy - Director of Engineering
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: derwyn.kennedy@southbank-utc.co.uk
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Pearson BTEC Level 3 Extended Diploma in Health and Social Care

Health and Social Care BTEC Level 3 Extended Diploma

Course Duration: 2 Years

Our suite of health and social care courses are for learners who wish to work in healthcare roles including
nursing, midwifery, social work, biomedical, radiology, physiotherapy, art therapy, care work, and nutrition
Our courses can provide you with a life-like experience of the requirements of working in a health care setting.
Building upon your passion and interest, learners have access to learn in our simulated health room, whereby
you will have an opportunity to practice the skills needed to work in a health and social care environment, this
includes developing effective communication skills, problem solving skills and many more. Our holistic curriculum
develops your skills and attitude so that you will know what it is like to build positive relationships with others,
show compassion, empathy, and equality and diversity in a healthcare setting. We will support you to develop
a person-centred approach to care.
You will focus on anatomy, medical physics, nutrition and biochemistry. You will learn about how to support
young people or old people facing challenging circumstances. With an opportunity to work with our NHS
sponsors, Guys and St Thomas Trust, your projects will link to areas such as podiatry, dementia and public
health. Gaining first-hand information from practitioners about the work they do and the challenges faced, you
too will have an opportunity to participate in relevant work experience in a healthcare setting. You will also
have the opportunity to work towards the Care Certificate, a requirement for all workers in hospital settings.

Qualification

BTEC in Health and Social Care - Full Extended Diploma.

Exam Board

Edexcel Pearson

Useful Information

Course Entry Requirements

Grade 5s (including English and Maths)

Duration of qualification

2 years

Timetable hours

20 hours per week

Assessment method

Approximately 33% Exams 67% Internal Assignment

Department

Health Studies

Courses Available

BTEC

Career Pathways

Progress on to a health or social care related degree at university, a level
4/5 apprenticeships and/or into employment

Transferable Skills

Health Studies graduates develop their communication, problemsolving, people skills and organisation skills

*Students on this course are required to purchase a lab coat

Ingrid Miller - Lead teacher of Health
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: ingrid.miller@southbank-utc.co.uk
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Pearson BTEC Level 3 Extended Diploma in Business

BTEC Business

Course Duration: 2 years

The Pearson BTEC Level 3 National Extended Diploma in Business is an Applied General qualification suited to
post-16 learners who want to continue their education through applied learning. It is equivalent in size to three
A Levels and has been designed as a full two-year programme. Learners who wish to take this qualification will
have successfully completed a Level 2 programme of learning with GCSEs or vocational qualifications.
The qualification aims to provide a wide-ranging study of the sector. It is primarily designed for learners
studying full time who wish to pursue a career in business, primarily via higher education to access graduate
entry employment with businesses, or alternatively through junior business employment.
This qualification gives learners experience of the breadth and depth of the sector that will prepare them for
further study or training. This includes the opportunity for learners to choose several topics from a selection of
options reflecting the progression pathways in business.
The learning programme covers the following content areas:
• Business environments
• Finance
• Marketing
• International business
• Management.
The qualification carries UCAS points and is recognised by higher education providers as contributing to
meeting admission requirements to many relevant courses, for example:
BSc (Hons) in Business and Management | BA (Hons) in Business and Finance

Qualification

BTEC in Business - Full Extended Diploma.

Exam Board

Edexcel BTEC

Useful Information

Course Entry Requirements

Grade 5s (including English and Maths)

Duration of qualification

2 years

Timetable hours

20 hours per week

Assessment method

Approximately 33% Exams 67% Internal Assignment

Courses Available

BTEC

Career Pathways

Employment in an engineering environment

Transferable Skills

Problem solving, understanding the importance of design, managing a
process and the importance of safety in the work place.

Clarise Mofor- Lead teacher of business
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: clarise.mofor@southbank-utc.co.uk
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BTEC Engineering Level 2

BTEC Engineering

Course Duration: 1 year

The idea behind the BTEC qualification is to provide a different approach to learning, which enables a more
inclusive educational path for all. BTECs are vocational and work-related course. With a BTEC in Engineering,
you will gain valuable hands-on experience which can take you straight into a career in of industry.
Extended Certificate: This qualification is designed to support progression to apprenticeship or employment
when taken as part of a programme of study that includes other appropriate BTEC Nationals or A levels. The
Extended Certificate has four units, of which three are mandatory. Units 1 and 3 are externally assessed. The
fourth unit is an optional unit.
Learners are able to focus on specialisms in electrical/electronic engineering, mechanical engineering,
manufacturing engineering, aeronautical engineering, computer engineering, or a general engineering
pathway. The additional qualification(s) studied allow learners to either give breadth to their study programme
by choosing a contrasting subject, or to give it more focus by choosing a complementary subject. This
qualification can also be used to progress to employment in this sector.

Qualification

BTEC in Engineering - Extended Cert

Exam Board

Edexcel BTEC

Useful Information

Course Entry Requirements

Grade 4s (including English and Maths)

Duration of qualification

1 year

Timetable hours

20 hours per week

Assessment method

External exam (2 Units) and Internal assessment (2 Units)

Courses Available

BTEC

Career Pathways

Employment in an engineering environment

Transferable Skills

Problem solving, understanding the importance of design, managing a
process and the importance of safety in the work place.

Derwyn Kennedy- Director of Engineering
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: derwyn.kennedy@southbank-utc.co.uk
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BTEC Engineering Extended Certificate

BTEC Engineering ext certificate

Course Duration: 2 Year Course

The idea behind the BTEC qualification is to provide a different approach to learning, which enables a more
inclusive educational path for all. BTECs are vocational and work-related course. With a BTEC in Engineering,
you will gain valuable hands-on experience which can take you straight into a career in of industry.
Extended Certificate: This qualification is designed to support progression to apprenticeship or employment
when taken as part of a programme of study that includes other appropriate BTEC Nationals or A levels. The
Extended Certificate has four units, of which three are mandatory. Units 1 and 3 are externally assessed. The
fourth unit is an optional unit.
Learners are able to focus on specialisms in electrical/electronic engineering, mechanical engineering,
manufacturing engineering, aeronautical engineering, computer engineering, or a general engineering
pathway. The additional qualification(s) studied allow learners to either give breadth to their study
programme by choosing a contrasting subject, or to give it more focus by choosing a complementary
subject. This qualification can also be used to progress to employment in this sector.

Qualification

BTEC in Engineering - Extended Certificate

Exam Board

Edexcel BTEC

Useful Information

Course Entry Requirements

Grade 5s (including English and Maths

Duration of qualification

2 years

Timetable hours
Assessment method

5 hours per week
External exam (2 Units) and Internal assessment (2 Units) / Diploma:
External exam (4 Units) and Internal assessment (8 Units)

Courses Available

BTEC

Career Pathways

Employment in an engineering environment

Transferable Skills

Problem solving, understanding the importance of design, managing a
process and the importance of safety in the work place.

Derwyn Kennedy- Director of Engineering
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: derwyn.kennedy@southbank-utc.co.uk
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Pearson BTEC Level 3 extended certificate in Health and Social Care

Course Duration: 2 Years

Health and Social Care BTEC Level 3 ext certificate

Our suite of health and social care courses are for learners who wish to work in healthcare roles including
nursing, midwifery, social work, biomedical, radiology, physiotherapy, art therapy, care work, and nutrition
Our courses can provide you with a life-like experience of the requirements of working in a health care setting.
Building upon your passion and interest, learners have access to learn in our simulated health room, whereby
you will have an opportunity to practice the skills needed to work in a health and social care environment, this
includes developing effective communication skills, problem solving skills and many more. Our holistic curriculum
develops your skills and attitude so that you will know what it is like to build positive relationships with others,
show compassion, empathy, and equality and diversity in a healthcare setting. We will support you to develop
a person-centred approach to care.
You will focus on anatomy, medical physics, nutrition and biochemistry. You will learn about how to support
young people or old people facing challenging circumstances. With an opportunity to work with our NHS
sponsors, Guys and St Thomas Trust, your projects will link to areas such as podiatry, dementia and public
health. Gaining first-hand information from practitioners about the work they do and the challenges faced, you
too will have an opportunity to participate in relevant work experience in a healthcare setting. You will also
have the opportunity to work towards the Care Certificate, a requirement for all workers in hospital settings.

Qualification

Level 3 BTEC Extended certificate

Exam Board

Edexcel Pearson

Useful Information

Course Entry Requirements

Grade 5s (including English and Maths)

Duration of qualification

2 years

Timetable hours

5 hours per week

Assessment method

4 x 1.5 hour exam plus practical and written assessments.

Department

Health Studies

Courses Available

BTEC

Career Pathways

Progress on to a health or social care related degree at university, a level
4/5 apprenticeships and/or into employment

Transferable Skills

Health Studies graduates develop their communication, problemsolving, people skills and organisation skills

*Students on this course are required to purchase a lab coat

Ingrid Miller - Lead teacher of Health
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: ingrid.miller@southbank-utc.co.uk
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Business BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate

BTEC Business

Course Duration: 2 Years

BTEC Level 3 in Business is for students who want to access the knowledge, understanding, skills and attributes
required in the business sector. All units within the course provide a balance of breadth and depth while at the
same time providing a choice for individual students to take study units relevant to their own interests with an
opportunity to obtain higher qualification status. Units are delivered in a way that enables students to
experience first-hand the application of key concepts relevant to local employment needs. The proportion of
mandatory units ensures that all students follow a coherent programme of study, acquiring knowledge,
understanding and skills recognised and valued in the working environment.
Choosing this course while studying at the UTC requires students to maintain optimistic rigour and balance,
working alongside experienced teachers to develop independent study skills and the ability to transfer learning
to their chosen career. BTEC Level 3 involves applied learning that brings together knowledge and
understanding (the cognitive domain) with practical and technical skills (the psycho motor domain). This is
achieved as learners perform vocational tasks that encourage the development of appropriate vocational
behaviours (the affective domain) and transferable skills.
The course covers four units - three of which are mandatory units and one optional unit. Two of the mandatory
units are exam based units that can be done up to three times within the 2-year period. All students are
expected to show a Pass achievement across ALL mandatory units.

Qualification

Equivalent to 1 A Level

Exam Board

Edexcel BTEC

Course Entry Requirements

Grade 5s (including English and Maths).

Duration of qualification

2 years

Useful Information

Timetable hours

Assessment method

5 hours per week
2 Coursework Assessed Units (Unit 1 and Unit 8) | 1 external exam unit
(Unit 3) – Exam can be taken up to 3 times within 2 years | 1 Supervised
controlled assessment unit (Unit 2) – controlled assessment can be done
3 times within 2 years

Courses Available

BTEC

Career Pathways

University – when combined with other qualification

Transferable Skills

Research skills, financial numeracy skills, communication, teamwork,
problem-solving skills, report writing skills.

Other Information

Students on the course may be required to purchase the textbook
Pearson BTEC National Business Book 1 and Book 2 including key
Student Study guides for exam units

Clarise Mofor- Lead teacher of business
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: clarise.mofor@southbank-utc.co.uk
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A-Level Biology

A-Level Biology

Course Duration: 2 Years

Studying A-Level Biology is an interesting and challenging learning experience, linking key biological ideas and
understanding how they relate to each other. Science is about understanding the world around us and students
learn to think for themselves, gathering and using evidence to explain their observations. Students develop skills
in thinking for themselves, making predictions and explaining complex ideas in a logical and concise manner. It
will also offer opportunity to learn how to conduct research, problem solve, organise and think critically.
A level Biology makes an excellent course choice, offering you access to a wide range of university courses and
careers. You'll need biology for most degrees in medicine, biology, biomedical sciences, dentistry, dietetics,
physiotherapy, orthodontics and veterinary medicine
If you love to learn about living things and how they relate, studying biology might be the right fit for you.

Qualification

1 A level

Exam Board

OCR Specification

Useful Information

Course Entry Requirements

5 grade 5s including English and Maths and 6s in Biology or Combined
Science

Duration of qualification

2 years

Timetable hours
Assessment method

5 hours per week
Two externally assessed examinations plus a non-examined practical

Department

Science

Courses Available

AS or A Level

Career Pathways

University / Apprenticeships

Transferable Skills

Investigative, problem solving, research, decision making, mathematical
skills and analytical skills.

Ayan Abdi - Director of Health and Science
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: Ayan.abdi@southbank-utc.co.uk
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A-Level Physics

A-Level Physics

Course Duration: 2 Years

A level Physics gives you the opportunity to explore the phenomena of the universe and to look at theories that
explain what is observed. This subject combines practical skills with theoretical ideas to develop descriptions of
the physical universe. A Level Physics demonstrates to an employer that you have analytical and mathematical
skills that you can apply to real life situations.
A Level Physics, often in conjunction with other science-based subjects, can lead to the following types of
degree course Aerospace engineer, Aerospace engineers, Airline pilot, Architect, Biomedical engineer,
Biomedical scientist, Building services engineer, Clinical engineer and Electrician.

Qualification

1 A level

Exam Board

OCR

Useful Information

Course Entry Requirements

5 grade 5s including English and Maths and 6s in Physics or Combined
Science

Duration of qualification

2 years

Timetable hours
Assessment method

5 hours per week
Two externally assessed examinations plus a non-examined practical

Department

Science

Courses Available

AS or A Level

Career Pathways

University / Apprenticeships

Transferable Skills

Investigative, problem solving, research, decision making, mathematical
skills and analytical skills.

Ayan Abdi - Director of Health and Science
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: Ayan.abdi@southbank-utc.co.uk
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A-Level Chemistry

A-Level Chemistry

Course Duration: 2 Years

A level Chemistry courses cover a wide variety of basic concepts such as the structure of the atom; the
interaction of matter and energy; how to control reactions; patterns in the Periodic Table and understanding
carbon-based molecules.
A level Chemistry makes an excellent A level choice, offering you access to a wide range of university courses
and careers. A Level Chemistry, often in conjunction with other science-based subjects, can lead to the
following types of degree course: Biomedical Sciences, Biochemistry, Chemical Engineering, Dentistry,
Dietetics, Earth Sciences, Environmental Science, Geology, Medical Science, Medicine, Optometry, Pharmacy
and Physiotherapy.
Studying A-Level Chemistry is an interesting and challenging learning experience, linking key ideas and
understanding how they relate to each other. The development of transferable skills including: investigative,
problem solving, research, decision making, mathematical skills and analytical skills.

Qualification

1 A level

Exam Board

OCR

Useful Information

Course Entry Requirements

5 grade 5s including English and Maths and 6s in Chemistry or Combined
Science

Duration of qualification

2 years

Timetable hours
Assessment method

5 hours per week
Two externally assessed examinations plus a non-examined practical

Department

Science

Courses Available

AS or A Level

Career Pathways

University / Apprenticeships

Transferable Skills

Investigative, problem solving, research, decision making, mathematical
skills and analytical skills.

Ayan Abdi - Director of Health and Science
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: Ayan.abdi@southbank-utc.co.uk
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A-Level Maths

A-Level Maths

Course Duration: 2 Years

By studying Maths at A-Level, you’ll develop a number of skills, such as:
•

Problem-solving

•

Analytical Skills

•

Research Skills

•

Logic

Maths allows you to hone your ability to solve mathematical problems as well as abstract and scientific ones
too. These problem-solving skills can then be applied to many different areas of your life. You’ll also learn how to
analyse patterns, structures and problems, which will in turn, help you to develop a critical eye. This will come in
handy in both further study and future careers. Maths at A-Level will leave you with research skills that will allow
you to find solutions to problems, investigate theories, and therefore give you the ability to find new information
more effectively. Finally, your logical abilities will be developed so that you will have tools needed to tackle a
number of diverse areas, from managing your finances to planning projects.

Qualification

1 A-level

Exam Board

OCR

Useful Information

Course Entry Requirements

5 grade 5s including English and 6 in Maths

Duration of qualification
Timetable hours
Assessment method

2 years
5 hours per week
Three externally assessed exams

Department

Maths

Courses Available

A Level

Career Pathways

Studying Maths, even if only to A-Level, has a number of advantages
in the careers market, and gives you a number of job opportunities.
You may even find that you’ll use your Maths skills in totally unrelated
fields. Some exciting careers that could be open to you if you study
A-Level Maths include: Construction/Architecture, Medicine or Scientific
Research, Games Development.

Transferable Skills

Investigative, problem solving, research, decision making, mathematical
skills and analytical skills.

Jenna Wilkinson - Head of Maths
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: jenna.wilkinson@southbank-utc.co.uk
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BTEC Level 2 Engineering

BTEC Engineering

Course Duration: 1 year

The idea behind the BTEC qualification is to provide a different approach to learning, which enables a more
inclusive educational path for all. BTECs are vocational and work-related course. With a BTEC in Engineering,
you will gain valuable hands-on experience which can take you straight into a career in of industry.
Extended Certificate: This qualification is designed to support progression to apprenticeship or employment
when taken as part of a programme of study that includes other appropriate BTEC Nationals or A levels. The
Extended Certificate has four units, of which three are mandatory. Units 1 and 3 are externally assessed. The
fourth unit is an optional unit.
Learners are able to focus on specialisms in electrical/electronic engineering, mechanical engineering,
manufacturing engineering, aeronautical engineering, computer engineering, or a general engineering
pathway. The additional qualification(s) studied allow learners to either give breadth to their study
programme by choosing a contrasting subject, or to give it more focus by choosing a complementary
subject. This qualification can also be used to progress to employment in this sector.

Qualification

BTEC in Engineering - Extended Cert

Exam Board

Edexcel BTEC

Useful Information

Course Entry Requirements

5 grade 4s (but will not have a 4 in English and/or Maths)

Duration of qualification

1 year

Timetable hours

Varies depending on units and course taken

Assessment method

External exam (2 Units) and Internal assessment (2 Units)

Courses Available

BTEC

Career Pathways

Employment in an engineering environment

Transferable Skills

Problem solving, understanding the importance of design, managing a
process and the importance of safety in the work place.

Derwyn Kennedy- Director of Engineering
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: derwyn.kennedy@southbank-utc.co.uk
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BTEC Level 2 Tech Award in Health and Social Care

BTEC Health and Social Care

Course Duration: 1 year

Our suite of health and social care courses are for learners who wish to work in healthcare roles including
nursing, midwifery, social work, biomedical, radiology, physiotherapy, art therapy, care work, and nutrition
Our courses can provide you with a life-like experience of the requirements of working in a health care setting.
Building upon your passion and interest, learners have access to learn in our simulated health room, whereby
you will have an opportunity to practice the skills needed to work in a health and social care environment, this
includes developing effective communication skills, problem solving skills and many more. Our holistic curriculum
develops your skills and attitude so that you will know what it is like to build positive relationships with others,
show compassion, empathy, and equality and diversity in a healthcare setting. We will support you to develop
a person-centred approach to care.
You will focus on anatomy, medical physics, nutrition and biochemistry. You will learn about how to support
young people or old people facing challenging circumstances. With an opportunity to work with our NHS
sponsors, Guys and St Thomas Trust, your projects will link to areas such as podiatry, dementia and public
health. Gaining first-hand information from practitioners about the work they do and the challenges faced, you
too will have an opportunity to participate in relevant work experience in a healthcare setting. You will also have
the opportunity to work towards the Care Certificate, a requirement for all workers in hospital settings.

Qualification

Level 2 BTEC Tech Award is equivalent to a single GCSE

Exam Board

Edexcel Pearson

Useful Information

Course Entry Requirements

5 grade 4s (but will not have a 4 in English and/or maths).

Duration of qualification

1 year

Timetable hours
Assessment method

Varies depending on units and course taken
One externally assessed exam with practical and written assessments.

Department

Health Studies

Courses Available

BTEC

Career Pathways

You can progress onto Level 3 in health and social care

Transferable Skills

Communication, problem-solving, people skills and organisation skills.

Ingrid Miller - Lead teacher of Health
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: ingrid.miller@southbank-utc.co.uk
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BTEC Level 2 Business

BTEC Level 2 Business

Course Duration: 1 year

Our BTEC First in Business course is designed for learners wishing to progress to Level 3 study such as our BTEC
Extended National in Business (Finance). The course is designed to be studied alongside English and/or Maths
GCSE retake and is the equivalent of 3 GCSEs. There is a broad range of topics from marketing and finance to
creating a successful brand.
Throughout the course, learners will develop a range of employability skills, engage with employers and carry
out work-related activities. These qualification reflects the needs of employers, further and higher education
representatives and professional organisations.
The course is assessed by a combination of internal assessed work (83%) and external exam (17%).
The course will allow you to learn and demonstrate a wide range of employability skills including: team working;
working from a prescribed brief; working to deadlines; presenting information effectively; and accurately
completing administrative tasks and processes.

Qualification

BTEC in Business

Exam Board

Edexcel BTEC

Useful Information

Course Entry Requirements

Grade 4s (including English and Maths)

Duration of qualification

1 year

Timetable hours

Varies depending on units and course taken

Assessment method

External exam (2 Units) and Internal assessment (2 Units)

Courses Available

BTEC

Career Pathways

Employment in an engineering environment

Transferable Skills

Problem solving, understanding the importance of design, managing a
process and the importance of safety in the work place.

Clarise Mofor- Lead teacher of business
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: clarise.mofor@southbank-utc.co.uk
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GCSE Resit

Course Duration: 1 year

GCSE Maths

Useful Information

Retake GSCE maths focuses on developing competence in the mathematical concepts required to achieve a
good pass (4 or higher). Problem solving skills will be developed that will enable students to tackle problems
involving, number, algebra, shapes and data with confidence. Your logical skills will be developed so that you
have the tools needed to complete tasks in a diverse range of contexts including managing your finances to
planning projects.

Qualification

1 GCSE

Exam Board

OCR

Course Entry Requirements

Less than 4 in GCSE Maths

Duration of qualification
Timetable hours
Assessment method

1 year
3 hours per week
Externally assessed exams

Enquiries: Jenna Wilkinson | Email: jenna.wilkinson@southbank-utc.co.uk

Course Duration: 1 year

GCSE English

Useful Information

Retake GSCE English focuses on developing competence in reading and writing to achieve a good pass (4 or
higher). You will develop your communication skills, widen your vocabulary that will help with the crafting of
language. You will develop your analytical skills and develop the tools to write in a ranges of contexts including
in other subjects.

Qualification

1 GCSE

Exam Board

OCR

Course Entry Requirements

Less than 4 in GCSE English

Duration of qualification
Timetable hours
Assessment method

1 year
3 hours per week
Externally assessed exams

Dr Eleanor Massie
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: Eleanor.massie@southbank-utc.co.uk
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Academic Medicine

Academic Medicine

Course Duration: 2 years

Our Academic Medicine pathway is for those with the ambition to become medical doctors or similar roles
within the health service. It will suit students who have excelled in their GCSE subjects and will have top grades
across 8 different subjects, including Maths, English and Science. You will study 4 A-levels in Biology, Chemistry,
Physics and Maths, a portfolio of subjects that will allow you to make a strong application to med-school.

Useful Information

This course will be further enhanced by a range of hands-on experiences facilitated by our NHS sponsors, Guy's
and St Thomas' and Kings College NHS trusts. This will include the opportunity to undertake 2 weeks work
experience within a clinical environment. Students will benefit from our world class facilities that include a
health simulation suite, that allows us to bring the teaching alive and transcend the academic and practical
learning styles. This course will allow you to confidently take the next step on your journey to becoming a NHS
hero.

Qualification

4 A-Levels

Exam Board

Edexcel Pearson

Course Entry Requirements

8 grade 6s (including English, Maths and Science)

Duration of qualification

2 years

Timetable hours

22 hours

Assessment method

External Examinations

Department
Career Pathways

Science
Medical Careers (Including doctor)

Ayan Abdi - Director of Health and Science
Tel: 020 7738 6115 | Email: Ayan.abdi@southbank-utc.co.uk
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Do you want a career in:
• Business and finance (accountancy, banking, investments,
professional services, entrepreneurship)
• Health (nursing, midwifery, medicine, surgery, physiotherapy, health
sciences)
• Engineering (electrical, mechanical, software, civil, automotive,
aerospace, design)
South Bank UTC students secure excellent destinations every year
including into:
•
•
•
•

Degree and higher level apprenticeships with prestigious firms
High-value careers
Supported pathways into our sponsor university LSBU
Highly selective and Russell Group universities

INSPIRE YOUR FUTURE.
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How to apply
Online
You can apply online using our website: www.southbankutc.com

Fill out your details
Select your
courses

Wait for us to contact
you with your interview
date

Via Email or Phone
You can also join via Email and Phone.

To join by email or phone contact:

*This is only for those without internet or donna.shortt-gill@southbank-utc.co.uk
with accessibility needs.
020 7738 6115 - Ask for Donna!
Meetings
All Applicants will receive a personal meeting with staff to discuss their course
options.

Not happy with our application
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Get in touch!

process?

Info@southbank-utc.co.uk

Tell us how we can improve at

020 7738 6115

Info@southbank-utc.co.uk

Follow our Socials
Socials: Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and Youtube
You can follow our socials using @SouthBankUTC

Website

Social Media Platforms

www.southbankutc.com

@SouthBankUTC
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For more info check out
Southbankutc.com

